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Abstract: India is a country which is having more youth man power. If we want our country to be a developed one we need to utilize both man and women resource also [2]. In order to achieve this both men and women should be treated equally without any gender discriminations. In order to achieve this we need to provide security for women who is working in late nights and travelling alone for home in order to prevent them from rapes and molestation. If any kind of molestations and rapes happen means it will going to be international news. Because of this entire government and whole country will put into shame. As women’s are going out for work and there are coming to home lately security for them from rapes and molestation plays a vital role in this security. We have to design a device to prevent this for some amount of time so that she can at least escape from that critical life threatening situation because always no one can able to monitor or can stay with her [2]. In order to achieve this we are designing a device that will going to use stun gun to generate small amount of electric shock so that it can make any person to be unconscious for some amount of time as well with the help of this device when she press stun gun it will going to trigger the Arduino [7] so that with the help of GSM [9] and GPS module [8] present in the device we can share the current location of the women in danger an alert message to the predefined users so that we can help the women in no time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

India is one country where we will used to compare women to god but because of some misbehavior of some bad peoples women’s are facing the safety issues. As women also working equivalent to men she also used to work till late night in some companies this is the reason why women need security. If some rapes and molestations happen means this will create huge shame for the whole country [2]. So in this paper we are developing a device which will going to give protection to women and it is portable too. In this paper we are proposing device which will help the women when she is in danger. If the women feel she is in danger then she will use the device. The device consists of two buttons one is for powering the device and the other one is to generate the trigger to Arduino [7].

If women is in danger means she will press these two buttons in the device, upon pressing these buttons three actions will going to takes place in that first action is generating mild current shock from electric stun gun which can make the person unconscious for few minutes and second action is to send the trigger to the Arduino Uno [7] which is having AT MEGA 328 as microcontroller, so that Arduino will going to activate the GPS module [8] and GSM module [9] present in the device with the help of GPS [8] and GSM module [9] we can able to send the alert message to predefined user and with exact location of the women in danger so that we can able to rescue her from life threatening cases and final action is to activate the buzzer which makes alert sound so that she can get some help from peoples situated near to her. If a woman does not want to inform this situation to predefined users means she will press only power button which will only generate mild current shock so that it will make that man unconscious and if she want to inform to predefined members means then she will press trigger button which in turn will trigger the Arduino [7] to activate GPS [8] and GSM module [9] in order to send the alert message as well as to send the location of women in danger.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In [1] the author is designing a device which will be fitted to the public transport vehicles like cars, busses and taxi. If the women are not inside the vehicle the system fails to give security to her. As the driver is aware of this device fitted to the vehicle he can drag her out and he can misbehave, in this case this system fails to give safety and if any misbehavior happens outside just we can able to track her but we cannot protect her from any attacks.

In [3] author is designing a wearable safety device which will track the temperature and pulse of the women. If any abnormal found in temperature and pulse it will automatically send the message and will generate alarm. The main drawback of this paper is that wearable device cannot be used by women daily and if the women is in outskirts or no man land means generation of alarm from the device will not create any effect and it won’t help her in security.

In [6] author is proposing smart footwear to protect her from any molestation or rapes. The main disadvantage of this model is she cannot wear same footwear daily, in turn the footwear is not providing any self-defense mechanism inside the system. It only sends only, messages, but by the time someone reaches there some disaster might occur.
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In [10] the author is designing a smart band which will track pulse as well as heart rate of the women, if he found variation in pulse/heart rate the device will send an alert message to nearby police station. The main backdraw here is if women run also both temperature and pulse rate increases at that time also it will send alert message and buzzer which leads to misuse of the system.

In [4] the author is designing a smart band which tracks different reactions like anger, fear and anxiety, if variations are there it will send the alert message with location to nearby police station. The main disadvantage of this scheme is they are not specifying any emergency actions for self-defense of the women in danger. In [5] author is creating a smart wearable ring, if women feels she is in danger she can press the button in the ring to activate system, then system captures the image of culprit and sends message to police station. The main backdraw in this paper is author is not specifying self-defense system in case of emergency or threat so she cannot prevent molestation in this model.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows system architecture we are using Arduino UNO [7] as a development board which is having ATMega 328 as a microcontroller. Arduino UNO will be connected to GPS module [8] and GSM module [9] in order to get the exact location of women in danger and to send the alert messages to predefined users along with the location of the women who is in danger which has been generated be GPS module [8]. The working of this system or device will start from activation of electric stun gun. If women feel she is in danger then she will going to press the power and trigger button in the electric stun gun which will going to trigger the Arduino and it will going to generate mild electric current which is sufficient enough to make a person unconscious for few minutes. In addition to this the trigger which has been generated by the stun gun makes the Arduino [7] to activate the GPS and GSM module which will going to send the exact location of the women in danger with an alert message for the predefined user so that she can be rescued from the life threatening situations with this it also activates the buzzer which will makes an alert sound so that the peoples situated near to her can rescue her from dangerous situations and in turn we can save our country from getting ashamed in front of other countries due to misbehavior of some different kind of peoples.

IV. WORK FLOW

Figure 2 shows the work flow of the proposed system. The system will be in the idle state till women presses the power and trigger button. Once women feel she is in danger she will press the power button and trigger button which in turn generates mild current shock from the electric stun gun and pressing trigger button will trigger the Arduino in turn it will activate the GPS module [8] which is used to track the location of the women in danger then it will activate GSM module [9] through which we will be sending the alert message with the location generated by the GPS module [8] to predefined members so that we can alert them in order to know that she is danger and finally with these two action Arduino also activate the buzzer which will make loud alert sound so that the peoples near her can get to know about danger so that they may help her to come out from these dangerous situations like molestation and rapes.

A. METHODOLOGY

The electric stun gun which is used in this system has two buttons. First button is to turn electric stun gun on so that it can generate current shock and the second button is to generate the trigger for the Arduino [7] so that it will
activate buzzer, GPS and GSM modules.

i. Micro Controller.
   In this system we are using ATMEGA 328 mounted on Arduino Uno. The main functions of this microcontroller are:
   1. To receive the trigger generated from the electric stun gun.
   2. To activate GPS module [8] in order to trace the location of the women in danger.
   3. To activate the GSM module [9] which is used to send the alert message with location generated from GPS to predefined members.
   4. To turn on the buzzer in order to make an alert sound to help the women in danger.

ii. Power Supply.
   In this system we are using lithium Ion rechargeable batteries to give power supply for electric stun gun as well as for the Arduino [7] components which includes GSM module as well as GPS module and a Buzzer.

iii. Arduino IDE.
   In order to develop this system we are using Arduino IDE as the platform. We are using Embedded C as the coding language. With the help of this Arduino IDE we are dumping the code into the microcontroller present in the Arduino Uno [7] board.

iv. GPS Module.
   In this proposed system we are using SIM 28ML as GPS module [8] which will be activated by the Arduino on getting trigger from the electric stun gun, we are using GPS module [8] to get the current location of the women in danger.

v. GSM Module.
   In this system we are making use of SIM 800A [9] as a GSM module which will be triggered by the Arduino for its functioning, in this paper we are using GSM module to send the alert message with location generated by GPS module [8] for predefined members in order to alert them about dangerous situation of the women.

V. RESULT
The result of the system shown in table 1 depends on whether women pressed power and trigger button or not. If she press power on and trigger button the device will generate current shock as a self-defense action and then it will trigger the Arduino [7] to send both location of women in danger with an alert message to predefined members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STATE OF POWER &amp; TRIGGER BUTTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION
As women are also working equal to men in current era and they are also working both in day as well as night shifts in the office by the time they reach home it will be very late. As they are leaving office in odd time the main issue they are facing is security from molestation and rapes. In this paper we are proposing a device which is capable of providing both self-defenses to women in danger as well as to alert the members like family friends or police. In order to achieve this we are using an electric stun gun to generate electric shock to the attacker so that she can defend herself from life threatening attacks as well as the device is capable of sending an alert message with current location of women in danger to alert the family members or any predefined members so that they can rescue her. The system is capable of generating an alert buzzer also to alert the peoples near her in order to seek help from them.
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